[Fusion of frog cerebellar granule cells induced by toxic effects of glutamate and NO-generating compound].
The ultrastructural changes of cerebellar granule cells were studied under stroke modeling conditions, after the toxic effects of glutamate (Glu) and NO-generating compound. Glu toxic doses were shown to induce two types of nuclear chromatin changes. In some cases, the appearance of practically completely decondensed nuclear chromatin was detected, while in the others the nuclei contained partially decondensed chromatin. Pathological fusion of granule cells was observed in both cases. The toxic effect of NO-generating compound on granule cells also caused the appearance of the cells with both completely and partially decondensed (flocculent) chromatin. Granule cells with different chromatin type were able to fuse with each other. Thus, Glu and NO, causing changes in nuclear chromatin, activate the processes of cell clustering with the following cytoplasmic fusion and the formation of multinuclear conglomerates. The possible physiological role of granule cells fusion induced by high concentrations of Glu and NO-generating compound is discussed. This process is considered as a realization of the compensatory-adaptive reactions under extreme conditions observed in the stroke and oxidative stress.